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ABSTRACT

T
hewidespreadWestern Interior Plains aquifer systemof the central United States

provides a significant potential for sequestration of CO2 in a deep saline forma-

tion. InKansas, several severely depletedMississippianpetroleum reservoirs sit at

the top of this aquifer system. The reservoirs are primarily multilayered shallow-shelf

carbonates with strong water drives. Fluid flow is strongly influenced by natural frac-

tures,whichwere solution enhancedby subaerial karst on aMississippian–Pennsylvanian

regional unconformity. We show that three-dimensional (3-D) seismic volumetric re-

flector curvature attributes can reveal subtle lineaments related to these fractures. Vol-

umetric curvature attributes applied to a 3-D seismic survey over a Mississippian oil res-

ervoir in Dickman field, Ness County, Kansas, reveal two main lineament orientations,

N458E andN458W.Thenortheast-trending lineaments parallel a down-to-the-north fault
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at the northwestern corner of the seismic survey and have greater length and continuity

than the northwest-trending lineaments. Geologic analysis and production data suggest

that the northeast-trending lineaments are related to debris-, clay-, and silt-filled frac-

tures that serve as barriers to fluid flow, whereas the northwest-trending lineaments are

related to open fractures that channel water from the underlying aquifer. The discrimi-

nation of open versus sealed fractures within and above potential CO2 sequestration

reservoirs is critical formanaging the injection and storage of CO2 and for evaluating the

integrity of the overlying seal. Three-dimensional seismic volumetric curvature helps

to locate fractures and is a potentially important tool in the selection and evaluation of

geologic sequestration sites.

INTRODUCTION

Mature and supermature oil and gas fields and deep
saline formations in the United States are two targets
for geologic sequestration of CO2 (U.S. Department of
Energy, 2007). Many of these oil and gas reservoirs and
aquifers containnatural fractures (e.g.,Holtz et al., 1999;
White et al., 2004; Friedmann and Stamp, 2006). The
discriminationof openversus sealed fractureswithin and
above the reservoirs or aquifers is critical for the man-
agement of injection and storage of CO2 and for evalu-
ating the integrityof theoverlying seal.However, geolog-
ic information about mature and supermature oil and
gas fields typically comes fromdrill cuttings and limited
wireline logs from vertical wells. Even less information
is available formany saline aquifers,whicharenotdrilled
as extensively as oil and gas fields. As a result, accurate
identification of the lateral distribution of fractures that
influence fluid flow in and above potential CO2 seques-
tration reservoirs, and that therefore impact sequestra-
tion potential and long-term leakage risks, is difficult.
Three-dimensional (3-D) seismic data, analyzed using
modern 3-D seismic attributes such as volumetric curva-
ture, provide a means for identifying the spatial distri-
bution and trends of major fractures or fissures.

We apply 3-D seismic volumetric curvature attri-
butes to a 3-D seismic survey over a typical supermature
field in Kansas (Dickman field), which also lies atop a
major saline aquifer, to reveal subtle lineaments that
are related to fractures in the reservoir and underlying
aquifer.Our attribute interpretations are integratedwith
geologic and engineering information to improve our
understanding of how the fractures affect lateral fluid
movement.

We begin with a summary of the regional geology
and structural setting of the study area, followed by a
description of the reservoir at Dickman field and the
functionof fractures in the reservoir.Next,we introduce
the 3-D seismic data and describe our fracture-mapping
methodology using volumetric curvature. We calibrate
fractures to production data through the introduction
of a novel correlation technique that considers not only

the strike of fracture-related lineaments, but also the
distance of the lineaments from the wells.We conclude
with suggestions about how this work could be applied
in the evaluation and management of geologic CO2 se-
questration reservoirs.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The lower Paleozoic Ozark Plateau aquifer system is
a widespread regional-scale aquifer system that extends
across parts of nine states (Figure 1A). The freshwater
component of the system, primarily located inMissouri
and Arkansas, is known as the Ozark Plateau aquifer
system, whereas the saline component is referred to as
the Western Interior Plains aquifer system (Jorgensen,
1989; Jorgensen et al., 1993, 1996). The saline Western
Interior Plains aquifer system is a potential site for se-
questration of large quantities of CO2.

A generalized stratigraphic section for Kansas
(Figure 1B) shows that theOzark Plateau aquifer system
is divided into a lower unit of Cambrian sandstone and
Cambrian–Ordovician carbonate and an upper unit of
Mississippian carbonate.A confiningunit of lowperme-
ability carbonate and shale separates these two aquifer
units. The present study focuses on the upper (Missis-
sippian) aquifer unit in Ness County, Kansas.

TheMississippian aquifer unit is associated with oil
and gas reservoirs throughoutKansas (Figure 2). Approx-
imately 1 billion bbl of oil have been produced from the
Mississippian in the state, accounting for approximately
19%of total Kansas oil production (Carr, 1994).Most of
the Mississippian reservoirs are supermature, but con-
siderable amounts of petroleum remain to be produced
using enhanced recovery techniques, such asCO2 flood-
ing. Depleted petroleum reservoirs are expected to be
good candidates for CO2 sequestration because of their
proven seal integrity.

InKansas, theMississippian aquifer unit is composed
primarily of naturally fractured shallow-shelf carbonates
of Osagian to Chesterian age. The aquifer unit is imme-
diately underlain by low-porosity and low-permeability
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FIGURE 1. (A) Map of the United
States, showing the regional extent
of the Ozark plateau aquifer system
(modified from Jorgensen et al., 1993).
The freshwater (Ozark Plateau) com-
ponent of the aquifer is shaded in light
gray, whereas the saline (Western In-
terior Plains) component is shaded
in dark gray. Kansas is highlighted
with a heavy black line. The saline
Western Interior Plains aquifer has con-
siderable potential for the sequestra-
tion of anthropogenic CO2. (B) Gen-
eralized stratigraphic column for
central Kansas (modified from Cansler,
2000), showing the stratigraphic po-
sition of the Ozark Plateau aquifer
system.
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Kinderhookian carbonate and is unconformably over-
lain by Pennsylvanian shale of the Cherokee Group,
which serves as a confining unit for the aquifer. TheMis-
sissippian aquifer unit is present over most of Kansas,
except on the crests of the Central Kansas uplift and the
Nemaha Ridge (Figure 2). These uplifted terranes were
eroded in the post-Mississippian to pre-Desmoinesian
(Merriam, 1963), forming a pronounced regional uncon-
formity surface. The top of theMississippian aquifer unit
was subaerially exposed andmodified by extensive karst
prior to deposition of the Pennsylvanian sediments.
Goebel (1966), Nodine-Zeller (1981), and Montgomery
et al. (2000), among others, reported examples of karst
development in theMississippian rocks beneath the pre-
Pennsylvanianunconformity surfaceat locations through-
out western Kansas, including Ness County, which is sit-
uated on the western flank of the Central Kansas uplift.
Solution enhancement of natural fractures, instead of
cavern formation, appears tohavebeen thepredominant
karst process. Oil andwater production in theMississip-
pian reservoirs of western Kansas is strongly influenced
by these solution-enhanced fractures (e.g.,Montgomery
et al., 2000; Bhattacharya et al., 2005).

We created a subsea depth map of the top of the
Mississippian (equivalent to the pre-Pennsylvanian un-
conformity surface) for Ness County, Kansas (Figure 3),

from 4324 wells with publicly available stratigraphic in-
terpretations of the top of theMississippian (Kansas Geo-
logical Survey, 2008). Generally, the unconformity sur-
face deepens toward the southeast. Superimposed on
this dipping surface are regional structural highs, which
may be related to basement faulting (e.g., Montgomery
et al., 2000). The structures are primarily northeast trend-
ing, although a northwest structural trend exists in the
northeastern part of the county.

A map of dip magnitude (Figure 4A) calculated
from the top of theMississippian surface highlights the
major regional structural trends for Ness County. Al-
though local topographic features related to karst will
produce relatively high dip magnitudes, linear areas of
high dip probably represent deep-seated faults. These
deep-seated faults likely control the orientations of frac-
ture swarms in the Mississippian rocks. Lineaments in-
terpreted from the dip map show a regional structural
fabric dominated by northeasterly and northwesterly
trends (Figure 4B).

Northeasterly andnorthwesterly trends are also seen
in the regional residual Bouguer gravity map (Figure 5)
and the aeromagnetic map (Figure 6) of Ness County.
Gravity andmagneticmaps reflect structural and compo-
sitional variations in the PrecambrianbasementofKansas
(e.g., Yarger, 1983; Lam and Yarger, 1989). The similarity

FIGURE 2. Map of the Mississippian subcrop in Kansas (modified from Merriam, 1963). Black dots indicate Mississippian
oil production. Ness County is outlined by the heavy black box. White dot shows the location of Dickman field.
St. Gen. = Sainte Generiere; Kndrhk. = Kinderhook.
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in trend between Mississippian structural features and
the features seen on the gravity and aeromagnetic maps
suggests a relation between the configuration of the top
of the Mississippian and basement structure.

DICKMAN FIELD

Dickman field (Figure 7), located in northern Ness
County, Kansas, is a typical supermature Mississippian
reservoir. This field was discovered in 1962 and has sub-
sequently producednearly 1.7millionbbl of oil, primar-
ily from the Mississippian, although minor production
from the PennsylvanianMarmaton andCherokee groups
exists (Figure 1B).Dickman field sits at thenorthern endof

a northeast-trending structural high that cuts through
western Ness County (Figure 3). The field is also located
just to the south of an intersection between a northeast-
trending lineament and anorthwest-trending lineament
on the Mississippian dip magnitude map (Figure 4A).

In Dickman field, Pennsylvanian (Desmoinesian)
strataunconformablyoverlieMississippian reservoir rocks
(chiefly dolomite and cherty dolomite) of the Merame-
cian Spergen andWarsaw limestones (Figures 1, 2). The
Mississippian reservoir in Dickman field is composed of
shallow-shelf carbonates (mudstone to packstone litho-
facies, with moldic porosity). The top of the Mississip-
pian reservoir sits from 0 to 3 m (0 to 10 ft) below the
pre-Pennsylvanianunconformity surface andup to11m
(35 ft) above the oil-water contact. The reservoir has a

FIGURE 3. Map showing the depth below sea level of the top of the Mississippian (pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity
surface) for Ness County, Kansas, created from 4324 publicly available well picks. Contour interval = 6 m (20 ft).
Oil fields discussed in the text are outlined in white. Red lines are township boundaries.
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strong bottom water drive and high water-cut produc-
tion (greater than 94%). The reservoir’s bottom water
drive is supported by the Mississippian aquifer unit of
theWestern Interior Plains aquifer system,which extends
approximately 40–55 m (130–180 ft) below the reser-
voir to the low-porosity and low-permeability Kinder-
hookian Gilmore City Limestone (Figure 8).

Seven wells in Dickman field have been cored
(Figure 7). The cores show that the Mississippian reser-
voir contains solution-enlarged natural fractures, primar-
ily vertical in orientation (Figure 9). Some of the fractures
are clay filled. Three of the cored wells (Dickman 5,
Elmore 1, andDickman2) alsoappear tohavepenetrated
rubblenear thepre-Pennsylvanianunconformity surface.

FIGURE 4. (A) Map of the
dip magnitude calculated
from the top of Mississippian
surface shown in Figure 3.
Black indicates high dip.
Interpreted lineaments are
shown in blue. High dip mag-
nitude lineaments are likely
to represent either faults or
sediment drape over deeper
faults. The location of the
Dickman field 3-D seismic
survey is outlined in red.
(B) Length-azimuth rose dia-
gramof lineaments interpreted
from the map in panel A.
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The rubble deposits lack sediment and textural character-
istics indicative of large-scale cavern collapse as described
by Loucks et al. (2004) but, instead, are suggestive of
large (somewhat wider than the wellbore) solution-
enhanced fractures filled by clay, silt, andMississippian
rock debris. In Dickman 5, a zone of reworked Missis-
sippian dolomite is present above thepre-Pennsylvanian
unconformity surface. Dickman 5 also encountered the
top of theMississippian at a depth deeper than expected,
with theWarsaw Limestone sitting directly below the un-
conformity surface, as compared to the younger Spergen
Limestone that is present in most of the other wells in

Dickman field (Figure 10). We infer that the Dickman 5
well is located directly in a large solution-enhanced frac-
ture, which has been filledwithMississippian rubble. In
the core from Elmore 1, the contact between theMissis-
sippiandolomite and the overlying Pennsylvanian shale
is at an angle of 458, and clay or shale interbedded with
the dolomite within the uppermost 1.5 m (5 ft) of the
Mississippian shows the same discordance. Dickman 2
also shows an angular contact between shale and dolo-
mite 2.1m (7 ft) below the top of theMississippian. The
angular nature of the contacts between shale and dolo-
mite suggests that the Elmore 1 and Dickman 2 wells

FIGURE 5. Residual Bouguer gravity map for Ness County, Kansas, with regional gravity lineaments from Kruger
(1997) superimposed in gray. Blue represents lowest values and red represents highest values. The location of the
Dickman field 3-D seismic survey is outlined in blue. Thin white lines are township boundaries and heavy white lines
are county boundaries. Inset: Length-azimuth rose diagram of Ness County regional gravity lineaments.
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have encountered rotated blocks of Mississippian dolo-
mite that form part of the debris fill of large solution-
enhanced fractures.

In general, fractures thatwere solution enhancedby
post-Mississippian karst to form wide fissures are likely
to be filled by a combination of Pennsylvanian fine-
grainedmaterial of the Cherokee Group and weathered
Mississippian rock debris, reflecting depositionof Penn-
sylvanian sediment coincident with the accumulation
of collapsed rubble from the sides of the fissures. Al-
though the wells in Dickman field contain evidence for
large fractures filled by debris and fine-grained sedi-

ments, the dimensions, extent, and trend of these po-
tential fractures cannot be determined from core or
other well data.

THE ROLE OF
FRACTURES IN THE

MISSISSIPPIAN RESERVOIR

Franseen et al. (1998) studied the Osagian reservoir
in Schaben field, Ness County, Kansas (Figure 3), and

FIGURE 6. Aeromagnetic map for Ness County, Kansas, with regional magnetic lineaments from Kruger (1997)
superimposed in gray. Blue represents lowest values and red represents highest values. The location of the Dickman
field 3-D seismic survey is outlined in blue. Thin white lines are township boundaries and heavy white lines are
county boundaries. Inset: Length-azimuth rose diagram of Ness County regional magnetic lineaments.
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determined that, althoughdepositional facies and early
diagenetic events are the dominant controls on matrix
characteristics, reservoir properties have been both en-
hanced anddestroyed by subsequent fracturing andbrec-
ciation associated with post-Mississippian karst, burial,
and structural events. The depositional, diagenetic, and
tectonic history of theMeramecian reservoir inDickman
field is similar to that of theOsagian reservoir in Schaben
field, so the same combination of parameters (i.e., orig-
inal depositional facies plus later fractures) likely con-
trols the reservoir characteristics in Dickman field.

Natural fractures can enhance reservoir permeabil-
ity, allowing for higher fluid production from the res-

ervoir. However, fractures that have been subsequently
filled by a low-permeability material, such as clay, silt,
or anhydrite, can serve as barriers to fluid flow, result-
ing in reservoir compartmentalization.

Carr et al. (2000) interpreted clay- and silt-filled
fractures at the top of the Mississippian in a horizontal
well from Ness City north field in central Ness County,
Kansas (Figure 3), approximately 13 km (8mi) from the
Dickman field study area. In this well, numerous near-
vertical clay and silt intervals with apparent widths of
up to 5m (15 ft) occur at intervals of 2–30m (5–100 ft)
along the lateral length of the well. Carr et al. (2000) in-
terpreted these intervals as solution-enhanced fractures

FIGURE 7. Location map of Dickman field (dashed outline) and the Dickman 3-D seismic survey (heavy black outline).
The gray shaded overlay indicates areas where the top of the Mississippian, as interpreted from the 3-D seismic
volume, is below the oil-water contact.
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extending down several meters (tens of feet) or more
from thekarst surface at the topof theMississippian that
were subsequently filled by transgressive Pennsylvanian
clay and silt of the Cherokee Formation. In otherMissis-
sippian fields in Kansas, karst-enhanced fractures have
been documented to extend several meters below the
regional unconformity surface. For example, Ebanks et al.
(1977) report shale- and breccia-filled fractures extending

9 m (30 ft) below the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity
surface at Bindley field, 43 km (27 mi) to the south of
Dickman field. Therefore, transgression-related fine-
grained fill in solution-enlarged fractures can provide a
significant barrier to fluid flow in the reservoir, partic-
ularly when, as inDickman field, the entire thickness of
the hydrocarbon reservoir extends less than 11m (35 ft)
above the oil-water contact.

METHODOLOGY

Identification of fracture characteristics that affect
reservoir performance can be difficult using well data
alone. We are unable to define the dimensions and lat-
eral distribution of near-vertical fractures from vertical
wells. Even horizontal wells only provide information
along a single horizontal path. A 3-D seismic survey is
one potential tool for identifying the spatial distribu-
tion and trends of major fractures or fissures. We have
interpreted key seismic horizons and extracted seismic
attributes for a 3-D seismic survey overDickman field in
an attempt to more effectively locate and characterize
fractures influencing fluid flow in the Mississippian
reservoir.

FIGURE 8. Stratigraphic column from the Stiawalt 3 well,
just to the south of Dickman field, showing the porous
Mississippian dolomite aquifer (gray shading) of the
Western Interior Plains aquifer system, which supports
the bottom water drive for the Mississippian reservoir
in Dickman field.

FIGURE 9. Core scan from 3.7 m (12 ft) below the top
of the Mississippian in the Tilley 2 well. The black arrow
indicates a small solution-enlarged vertical fracture in
the Mississippian dolomite reservoir.
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Conventional Seismic Interpretation

Wemade detailed structural interpretations within
the area of Dickman field using a recently acquired and
processed 5 km2 (2 mi2) 3-D seismic survey (Figure 7).
The seismic data acquisition parameters are shown in
Table 1. After stacking onto a natural 33.5- by 25.1-m
(110- by 82.5-ft) grid, the data were spatially interpo-
lated in the frequency-x-y (f-x-y) domain to a 25.1- by
25.1-m (82.5- by 82.5-ft) grid, migrated, and spectrally
whitened between 20 and 125 Hz.

Threewells within the bounds of the seismic survey
and one well 366 m (1200 ft) outside the survey limits
included sonic logs, allowing us to construct synthetic
seismograms and tie key stratigraphic units to seismic
reflections. The synthetic seismograms indicate that the
top of the Mississippian roughly corresponds to a seis-

mic peak at the Elmore 3 and Dickman 6 wells, to a po-
sition on the flank of the peak at the Dickman 1 well,
and near a positive to negative zero crossing below a
relatively high amplitude peak at the Sidebottom 6well
(Figure 11). The change in phase along the top ofMissis-
sippian reflection appears to be primarily related to varia-
tions in the impedanceof theoverlyingCherokee section.
For example, in Sidebottom 6, high-velocity sandstone
is present at the base of the Pennsylvanian, and a larger
impedance contrast is observed between this sandstone
and the overlying shale than between the sandstone and
theunderlyingMississippiandolomite. Thishigh-velocity
sandstone appears to fill a Cherokee valley incised into
the Mississippian carbonates (Figure 12A).

The phase change on the topofMississippian reflec-
tion caused by lateral lithology variations makes the
Mississippian surfacedifficult to interpret on the seismic
amplitudedata. Therefore,weusedcommercial software
to generate amodel-based inversion for acoustic imped-
ance, which removed the lateral changes in waveform
and tuning. The interface between the lower velocity
Pennsylvanian shale, sandstone, or siltstone and the
higher velocityMississippian dolomite appears as an in-
flection point in acoustic impedance that can be car-
ried across the survey (Figure 13). Nevertheless, it is still
difficult to distinguish the high-velocity Pennsylva-
nian sandstone from the high-velocity Mississippian
dolomite.

We combined the top of Mississippian horizon in-
terpreted from the acoustic impedance volumewith the

FIGURE 10. Southwest–northeast lithologic cross section through three wells in Dickman field, showing that the top of
the Mississippian in the Dickman 5 well is anomalous with respect to surrounding wells.

TABLE 1. Seismic acquisition parameters.

Source line orientation West–east

Source interval 50 m (165 ft)

Source line spacing 268 m (880 ft)

Receiver line orientation South–north

Receiver interval 67 m (220 ft)

Receiver line spacing 201 m (660 ft)

Sample interval 2.0 ms

Record length 2.0 s
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well tops to construct a detailedmap of the depth to the
topof theMississippian (Figure 12B). This seismic depth
map shows topographic detail that is not possible with
well data alone (Figure 12A).We used the seismic depth
map to refine estimates of the reservoir volume.

The Kinderhookian Gilmore City Limestone that
serves as the base of the Mississippian aquifer unit lies
approximately 20–30ms (40–55m; 130–180 ft) below
the reservoir in Dickman field. The Sidebottom 6 syn-
thetic seismogram (Figure 11) shows that the top of the
Gilmore City Limestone corresponds to a strong positive
seismic reflection, generated from an impedance con-
trast at the boundary between porous (18% porosity)
dolomite above and tight (5% porosity) limestone be-

low. The Gilmore City seismic reflection can be readily
interpreted across the entire seismic survey.

The seismic data define the northwestern edge of
Dickman field as adown-to-the-north, northeast-trending
fault (Figure 13), which corresponds to a lineament on
the top of the Mississippian dip map for Ness County
(Figure 4A). This northeast-trending lineament and a
northwest-trending lineament at the northeastern edge
of the seismic survey are the only structural features in
Dickman field that are visible on the Ness County Mis-
sissippian dip map, which was constructed from well
tops. Conventional interpretation of the Dickman 3-D
seismicdataprovides additional structural detail beyond
what can be identified using well data alone; however,

FIGURE 11. Lithologic logs and synthetic seismograms (red) for wells with sonic logs (black) in the Dickman field
study area.
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this conventional interpretation is not sufficient for
effectively locating fractures that impact fluid flow in
theMississippian reservoir. Advanced seismic attributes
such as volumetric curvature provide a method for ex-
tracting more information from the seismic data.

Volumetric Curvature and
Fracture Identification

Curvature defines how a curve (two dimensions) or
a surface (three dimensions) is bent or flexed. Themore

FIGURE 12. Top of Missis-
sippian depth maps from
(A) well control only and
(B) well control and 3-D seis-
mic survey. Map units are
in feet below sea level. The
contour interval for both
maps is 3 m (10 ft). The blue
shading indicates areas where
the top of the Mississippian
lies beneath the oil-water con-
tact. The location of cross
section AA0 in Figure 13 is in-
dicated by the light blue line.
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FIGURE 13. Northwest to southeast cross section AA0 across Dickman field, showing (top) lithologic and gamma-ray,
(middle) seismic, and (bottom) acoustic impedance data. Key horizons are labeled. Synthetic seismograms calculated
from sonic logs in the Dickman 1 and Dickman 6 wells are displayed in blue on the seismic section. Yellow arrows
indicate the locations of the lineaments interpreted from the Gilmore City most-negative curvature map in Figure 15.
Note that Dickman field is bounded to the northwest by a down-to-the-north fault.
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deformed a surface is, the greater its curvature. In two
dimensions, positive curvature indicates antiformal, neg-
ative curvature synformal, and zero-curvature planar fea-
tures (Roberts, 2001). In three dimensions, numerous
curvaturemeasures canbe calculated, dependingon the
direction of the plane along which curvature is mea-
sured. Roberts (2001) showed how these various curva-
ture attributes reveal information about the shape of an
interpreted horizon that allows us to map folds, faults,
and lineaments contained within the surface.

Most published work of curvature analysis applied
to 3-D seismicdatahas been limited to calculations based
on interpreted horizons (e.g., Stewart andWynn, 2000;
Roberts, 2001; Hart et al., 2002; Masaferro et al., 2003;
Sigismondi and Soldo, 2003). Modern software imple-
mentations of horizon curvature begin by fitting a qua-
dratic surface to a neighborhood of horizon picks. The
various curvature measures are computed by taking sec-
ond derivatives of this quadratic surface. In contrast, vol-
umetric reflector curvature attributes, described by Al-
Dossary andMarfurt (2006), are calculated directly from
the seismic data volume, with no prior interpretation
required. Instead of taking the second derivatives of a
pickedhorizon, Al-Dossary andMarfurt (2006) took first
derivatives of volumetric inline and crossline compo-
nents of reflector dip. Because these dip components are
computed from semblance scans within small volumet-
ric (horizontal and vertical) analysis windows (in our
case, 9 traces by 20 ms), they are less sensitive to back-
scatteredground roll andothernoise thanare interpreter-
picked horizons of peaks, troughs, or zero crossings. Al-
Dossary and Marfurt (2006) also showed how we can
compute volumetric curvature at differentwavelengths.
Althoughshort-wavelengthcomponentsof curvature can
be computed using as few as 9 traces, long-wavelength
components of curvature are computed using 100–200
traces. Such long-wavelengthcomputationsenhance sub-
tle, longer wavelength sags and flexures. In addition,
using many more traces allows the long-wavelength
computations to stackout randomerrors in the reflector
dip estimate. As a result of the above factors, volumetric
curvature provides higher quality curvature images
than curvature calculated along an interpreted horizon
(Figure 14). In addition, volumetric curvature extracted
along an interpretedhorizonhas the benefit of not being
as strongly dependent on the quality of the horizon
interpretation as curvature that is calculated from the
horizon picks.

Volumetric curvature has proven to be useful in im-
proved identification of subtle lineaments that cannot
be identified with conventional 3-D seismic attributes,
including coherence. This is because fractures or small-
offset faults (with vertical offsets less than one-quarter
wavelength) will not cause a break in the seismic re-
flector and, thus, are not detectable by coherence. How-
ever, the same fractures and small-offset faults may pro-

duce subtle flexures in the seismic reflector that can be
detected by volumetric curvature (Figure 14).

Of the numerous volumetric curvatures calculated,
themost-positive andmost-negative curvatures, which
measure the maximum positive (antiformal) and nega-
tive (synformal) bending of the surface at a given point,
are the most useful for delineating subtle faults, frac-
tures, flexures, and folds (Al-Dossary andMarfurt, 2006;
Blumentritt et al., 2006; Sullivanet al., 2006a,b). Solution-
enhanced fractures are best imaged using the most-
negative curvature volume. The fractures (or,more likely,
fracture swarms) appear as lineaments with a high nega-
tive curvature value (corresponding to synforms),where-
as the surrounding unaltered rocks have a near-zero
curvature.Onepossible explanation is that the fractures
are open, locally decreasing the average velocity of the
rock and causing a velocity pushdown of the seismic ho-
rizon. Similarly, a velocity pushdown could be produced
if the fractures are filledwith amaterial such as clay or silt
that has a lower velocity than the dolomite host rock. In
this case, the softer infill material may also have under-
gone greater differential compaction than the surround-
ing rock, warping overlying strata as well as the subject
horizon.

We computed a long-wavelength volumetric cur-
vature from the Dickman 3-D seismic volume to illu-
minate seismic features related to fractures in the Mis-
sissippian reservoir. We used a horizontal window of
120 traces (251 � 251 m; 825 � 825 ft) and a vertical
window of 20 ms (approximately 40 m [130 ft] at the
depth of interest) for our computations. We then ex-
tracted maps of most-negative curvature along the top
of Mississippian and Gilmore City Limestone seismic
horizons. By superimposing these twomaps,we are able
to recognize the vertical continuity of features through
theMississippian aquifer unit (Figure 15). The twomaps
arevery similar, showingoriented sets of lineaments that
appear to persist from the top to the base of the interval.
Lineaments with similar orientations are observed in
most-negative curvature extractions fromhorizons above
the Mississippian, but the spatial positions and conti-
nuity of the lineaments vary, and curvaturemagnitudes
are decreased for shallower horizons.

Topographic irregularities caused by erosion on the
top of the Mississippian horizon can modify the shape
of the lineaments on the extracted curvaturemap. There-
fore, we traced lineaments on the underlying, smoother,
Gilmore City map and analyzed the lineament orienta-
tions using rose diagrams (Figure 16).

Figure 16 shows twomain orientations, N458E and
N458W, which are similar to the orientations of linea-
ments interpreted from the regional dipmagnitudemap
of the top of the Mississippian surface (Figure 4). The ori-
entation is also similar to regional gravity (Figure 5) and
magnetic (Figure 6) lineament trends for Ness County,
Kansas, bothofwhich indicate basement structural trends.
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FIGURE 14. Comparison of (A) coherence, (B)most-negative curvature fromgridded, interpreted horizon, and (C) extracted
volumetric most-negative curvature for the Gilmore City horizon from the Dickman seismic survey. Note that oriented
lineaments, which cannot be seen on the coherence map, are visible on the two curvature maps. Also note that the
lineaments are better defined on the volumetric curvature map than on the horizon curvature map.
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FIGURE 15. Superimposed volumetric most-negative curvature maps extracted at the (red) top of Mississippian and
(blue)GilmoreCity horizons. Saturated colors indicate the tightest curvature. Purple indicates features that are coincident
on the two maps. The uninterpreted composite map is shown in panel A. Lineaments interpreted from the Gilmore
City curvature map are superimposed in green on panel B. Dark blue numbers indicate thickness of the karst zone in feet.
The location of cross section AA0 in Figure 13 is indicated by the heavy red line.

FIGURE 16. (A) Rose diagram showing the number of interpreted lineaments from Figure 15B within a given
azimuth sector. Lineament length is indicated by color. (B) Rose diagram showing the sum of lineament lengths from
Figure 15B within a given azimuth sector. Lengths of individual lineaments are indicated by color.
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We interpret the curvature lineaments as indicators
of fracture swarms, potentially solution enhanced, in
the Mississippian rocks. The similarity between the ori-
entations of curvature lineaments and basement linea-
ments suggests that the fracturing of the Mississippian
rocks is related to the tectonic reactivation of Precam-
brian faults, most likely related to north- to northwest-
directed compressive stress from the Pennsylvanian
Ouachita-Marathon orogeny (Kluth andConey, 1981;
Yarger, 1983; Kluth, 1996).

Although the number of lineaments with north-
easterly andnorthwesterly trends is approximately equal
in the Dickman seismic survey, northeast-trending line-
aments have greater length and continuity than the
northwest-trending lineaments (Figure16).Also, although
lineament spacing for both orientations ranges from
180 to 400 m (600 to 1300 ft), the northeast-trending
lineaments aremore regularly spaced than thenorthwest-
trending lineaments. The northeast-trending line-
aments parallel the fault at the northwest corner of the
seismic survey, and the northeast-trending lineaments
and the fault are assumed to be genetically related
features.

CORRELATION OF
CURVATURE TO FLUID FLOW

We correlated our interpreted lineaments to geo-
logic and production data to determine if a relation can
be found between the lineaments and fractures that
affect fluid flow. Large fractures filled by rock debris and
fine-grained sediment canbebarriers to fluid flow,where-
as open fractures can serve as water conduits from the
free-water level below the hydrocarbon reservoir.

We hypothesize that wells penetrating fractures
that were solution enhanced by karst and subsequently
filled by rock debris will show evidence of a thicker sec-
tion of weathered Mississippian material at the base of
thePennsylvanian (subsequently referred toas the ‘‘karst
zone’’) than the surrounding wells. In this study, we
define the karst zone in a well as the interval between
the highest occurrence of the basal chert conglomerate
in the Pennsylvanian section (chert weathered from the
Mississippian) and the topof theunweatheredMississip-
pian, as identified fromcuttings and core. Inwellswhere
core data are not available, we used the well site geol-
ogists’ reports to obtain this information.

In general, areas with a thick basal conglomerate
are assumed to have been lows in the Pennsylvanian
that collected more debris than areas with a thinner
or absent basal conglomerate. Variations in the thick-
ness of the basal conglomerate do not appear to have a
long-wavelength trend (Figure 15), suggesting that local
features, such as solution-enhanced fractures or small

sinkholes, are present and have locally influenced the
paleotopography.

To determine whether either of the two dominant
lineament trends observed in the volumetric curvature
data relate to debris-filled solution-enhanced fractures,
wecrossplotted the thickness of thekarst zone, as defined
above, versus the distance to the nearest northeast- and
northwest-trending lineaments (Figure 17). Crossplots
show that no apparent correlation between the thick-
ness of the karst zone and the northwest-trending linea-
ments exists (Figure 17A); however, a marked increase
in the thickness of the karst zone for wells within 15 m
(50 ft) of the northeast-trending lineaments is present
(Figure 17B). Correspondingly, two of the three cored
wells that we interpreted to be located within large

FIGURE 17. Crossplots of the thickness of the karst
zone versus distance to (A) northwest-trending and
(B) northeast-trending lineaments interpreted from the
Gilmore City curvature map. No visual relation between
the thickness of the karst zone and the northwest-trending
lineaments is seen in panel A. The karst zone thickness
increases with proximity to the northeast-trending
lineaments in panel B, with the thickest karst zone
occurring within 15 m (50 ft) of the northeast-trending
lineaments.
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(greater than wellbore diameter) debris-filled fractures
are situated near northeast-trending curvature linea-
ments. Dickman 5 sits directly on one of the northeast-
trending lineaments andElmore 1 is located 15m (50 ft)
fromanothernortheast-trending lineament (Figure 15).
Of these same three cored wells, only one (Dickman 5,
which sits at the intersection between a northwest-
trending lineament and anortheast-trending lineament)
is located near a northwest-trending lineament.

The correlation between the thickness of the karst
zoneanddistance to thenortheast-trending lineaments,
supportedby evidence fromcoredwells penetratingdebris
fill, suggests that northeast-trending lineaments are likely
to represent fractures preferentially solution enhanced
duringkarst formation and subsequently filledwith clay,
silt, and other debris. Because some of the northeast-
trending lineaments have interpreted lengths in excess
of 0.8 km (0.5mi), theymay provide significant barriers
to fluid flow in the northwest–southeast direction.

The correlation between the interpreted lineaments
and fluid flow was investigated directly by examining
the spatial variability of fluid production from the wells

in Dickman field in relation to lineament proximity.
Bubble maps of oil production and water production
(Figure 18) show no obvious spatial relation for wells
with high oil or water production as compared to wells
with low oil or water production. To evaluate whether a
link between oil production and lineament orientation
exists, oil production was crossplotted against the dis-
tance to the nearest northeast- and northwest-trending
lineaments (Figure 19). The crossplots indicate that no
identifiable relation exists between oil production and
the northwest-trending lineaments (Figure 19A), but an
overall increase in oil production is present with in-
creasing distance from the northeast-trending linea-
ments (Figure 19B). This suggests that oil production is
inhibited in proximity to the northeast-trending linea-
ments, where there may be a higher concentration of
low-permeability debris-filled fractures.

The bottom of the interval open for production in
the Dickman field wells ranges from 1 to 7m (3 to 24 ft)
above the oil-water contact. Capillary pressure analysis
of samples from the Tilley 2 core indicates that, for the
reservoir in Dickman field, the hydrocarbon column is

FIGURE 18. (A) Bubble map showing (green circles) the amount of oil produced during the first 5 yr of production
for eachwell within theDickman seismic survey. The largest circle corresponds to approximately 117,600 bbl. Interpreted
lineaments are shown in red and areas where the top of the Mississippian is below the oil-water contact are shown in
dark blue. (B) Bubble map showing (blue circles) the amount of water produced during the first 5 yr of production for
each well within the Dickman seismic survey. The largest circle corresponds to approximately 830,500 bbl. Other map
elements as in panel A.
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within the capillary transition zone, even for the highest
part of the field at 11 m (35 ft) above the oil-water con-
tact (Alan Byrnes, 2006, personal communication). Al-
though height above the oil-water contact and porosity
andpermeability appear tobe contributing factors in the
amountofwater produced from thesewells, severalwells
have higher water production than can be explained by
matrixporosity andpermeability alone,without invoking
another mechanism for fluid flow.

Water production fromDickman fieldwellsmay be
related toopen fractures that extend into the underlying
Mississippian aquifer. To evaluatewhether open fractures
are preferentially linked to lineament orientation, we
crossplottedwater productionagainst thedistance to the
nearest northeast- and northwest-trending lineaments
(Figure 20). The crossplots show no visible correlation
between water production and the northeast-trending

lineaments (Figure 20B); however, increased water pro-
duction with closer proximity to the northwest-trending
lineaments is observed (Figure 20A). A power, law func-
tion provides a good fit to this relation. These results
suggest that the northwest-trending lineaments repre-
sent currently open fractures, which serve as conduits
to the aquifer.

DISCUSSION

In Dickman field, 3-D seismic volumetric curvature
attributes reveal two lineament directions, northeast
andnorthwest, reflecting regional structural trends. The
northeast-trending lineaments, which we interpret as
sets of solution-enhanced fractures filledwithdebris and

FIGURE 19. Crossplots of 5-yr oil production versus
distance to (A) northwest-trending and (B) northeast-
trending lineaments interpreted from the Gilmore City
curvature map. No identifiable relation between oil
production and the northwest-trending lineaments is seen
in panel A. Oil production increases with distance from
the northeast-trending lineaments in panel B. The dashed
line shows a linear least squares fit to the data.

FIGURE 20. Crossplots of 5-yr water production versus
distance to (A) northwest-trending and (B) northeast-
trending lineaments interpreted from the Gilmore City
curvature map. Water production decreases with distance
from the northwest-trending lineaments in panel A.
The dashed line shows a power-law fit to the data. No
identifiable relation between oil production and the
northeast-trending lineaments is seen in panel B.
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low-permeability clay and silt, appear to be barriers to
fluid flow, whereas the northwest-trending lineaments
appear to represent open fractures, serving as conduits
into the underlying aquifer.

The relative age of the two lineament directions is
unknown, and whether the lineaments were formed at
the same time or in a succession of events is unclear.
The fault on the northwest side of the field apparently
hadmotion throughout the Paleozoic,with earlymotion
interpreted as down to the south, followed by a later
(post-Mississippian) reversal of motion (Watney et al.,
2008). This indicates that northeast-trending features
related to the fault were most likely formed coincident
with deposition of theMississippian andmay be related
to the reactivation of even older features.

Ancestral RockyMountain tectonism,which began
during the lateMississippian and extended into theEarly
Permian, produced many large uplifts, including the
Central Kansas uplift and the Nemaha Ridge (Goebel,
1966; Kluth, 1996). The Ancestral Rocky Mountain tec-
tonism is linked to theOuachita-Marathon orogeny, pro-
duced by the collision of North America and South
America-Africa (Kluth and Coney, 1981). Yarger (1983)
noted that Precambrian faults associatedwith thenorth-
northeast-trending central North American rift system
were likely reactivatedduringMississippiandeformation.

Folding parallel to northeast-trending faults, result-
ing from north- to northwest-directed compression dur-
ing the early Pennsylvanian, may have opened preexist-
ing northeast-trending fractures in the Mississippian
rocks, allowing fluid flow and solution enhancement of
these fractures. The solution-enhanced fractures were
subsequently filled by debris andmiddle Pennsylvanian
transgression-related fine-grained sediments of the Cher-
okee Group.

Because the fractures associated with the north-
west-trending lineaments do not appear to have been
filled with Pennsylvanian clay and silt, these fractures
must either be younger than themiddle Pennsylvanian
or older fractures that were closed during the early to
middle Pennsylvanian. Gerhard (2004) proposed that
northwest-trending faults associated with the Nemaha
Ridge and extending to the Central Kansas uplift repre-
sent thepre-Phanerozoicwrench fracturingof theKansas
crust, indicating that the northwest-trending lineaments
may indeed be Precambrian features. The most-negative
curvature map of the Gilmore City Limestone shows
several northwest-trending lineaments that truncate at,
and appear to be offset along, northeast-trending line-
aments, suggesting that the northwest-trending linea-
ments predate the northeast-trending lineaments. The
correlation between northwest-trending lineaments
and current water production suggests that northwest-
trending fractures are open at present. This implies that
thepresent-daymaximumhorizontal compressive stress
in the area is at a low angle to these lineaments. How-

ever, Laubach et al. (2004) indicated that the direction
of present-day maximum horizontal compressive stress
does not necessarily coincidewith the direction of open
natural fractures in the subsurface; instead, chemical al-
teration and cementation patterns may provide more
control on which fractures are open to fluid flow.

CONCLUSIONS

ThewidespreadWestern Interior Plains aquifer sys-
tem provides significant potential for sequestration of
CO2 in a deep saline formation. This aquifer systemalso
exhibits subtle karst-related features, including debris-
and clay-filled solution-enhanced fractures,which could
impact compartmentalization and transport of stored
CO2.

Volumetric curvature computed from 3-D seismic
volumes provides excellent images of linear synformal
features that appear to represent fractures or fracture
swarms. In particular, long-wavelength volumetric cur-
vaturehighlights subtle fracture-related lineaments that
cannot be identified by other methods. The integration
of curvature and well information provides an insight
into the nature of the fractures (fluid conduits versus
fluid barriers).

We have developed what we feel to be a novel work
flow in correlating seismically imaged fractures to fluid
production. Multivariate statistics, geostatistical anal-
yses, and neural networks are routinely used to predict
reservoir properties, such as porosity thickness, by relat-
ing log- or core-based measurements to seismic attri-
bute values at well locations. These workflows are not
readily generalized to predict open and sealed fractures
from volumetric curvature because the curvature mag-
nitude at thewell location does not necessarily correlate
with the presence or absence of fractures in thewell and
providesno informationon thenature of these fractures.
We find that the proximity of the well to a curvature
lineament is a better indicator of the presence or absence
of fractures, and that the nature of the fractures appears
to vary azimuthally, most likely caused by the impacts
of paleostress and diagenesis, coupled with present-day
stress directions. Our interpretation work flow consists
of first extracting the volumetric curvature along a ho-
rizon of interest. We interpret curvature lineaments on
thismap and then subdivide the interpreted lineaments
into azimuthally limited sets. For each azimuthally lim-
ited lineament set, we measure the distances between
thewells and thenearest lineaments and correlate these
distanceswith fluidproduction.Comparing results from
the different azimuths allows us to better understand if
preferential orientationsofopenand sealed fractures exist.

We find that 3-D seismic volumetric curvature pro-
vides a potentially powerful tool for more effectively
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locating and characterizing fractures influencing fluid
retention and flow in depleted oil and gas reservoirs and
aquifers. Advanced seismic attributes, such as volumet-
ric curvature, that can improve the imaging of fractures
within and above the reservoirs and aquifers are in-
valuable for the selection and characterization of geo-
logical CO2 sequestration sites. Attribute-based fracture
imaging can be used to evaluate seal integrity, to maxi-
mize injection and storage of sequestered CO2, and to
minimize early breakthrough betweenwells where CO2

is being used for enhanced oil recovery.
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